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abstract : In this researctr, finzy logc concept is applied to develop a model of short term
traffic prediaion. The model combines the observld present and previous trafEc volume
with the historical traffic pattern as a base for prediction. Hourly traffic volume is used as a
control period and historical data is utilized to build rules in iuzzy Associative Memory.
Two deffi-rzzification methods are implemented to obtain the best prediction model. in
validating the model, Root Mean square, Mean absolute percentage and euality
Comparison are used as evaluation criteria. The evaluation shows that the predicted iraffit
resulted from the model developed with fuzzy logic has better outcome with higher
accuracy.

l.INTRODUCTION

Toll Pla"as of freeway constitute potential bottlenecks, and the congestion they bring out
can be serious enough to warant the consideration of alternatiie plaza dtsigns and
ope?ting strategies. This congestion often occurs on weekends and holidays due 6 huge
traffic volumes. This situation leads the toll operator to improve their service, especiallyfi
reducing waiting time due to long queue by effectively rn-ugng the toll gates.
A! this time the toll gates are equipped with automatlc traffic .-ount.. to obtain the number
of vehicles in real time. Unfornrnately, the use of this facility is limited only to secure the toll
revenue. In order to meet the toll user satisfaction and to develop toll system toward an
Integrated Traffic Systems with twIS technology, an efficient and reliable facility for
c,perational management is absolutely compulsory.

In the conventional way, the toll operators determine the number of toll gate that will be
opened for a specific period based on historic traffic volume.

One of the potential solutions is to implement automatic control toll gate systems. This
system can help the operator to manage the number of tott gate in an easy manner. At
operationd level, this automatic controt toll gate system, shouldle supportd by an efficient
and effective traffic prediction method that can prldi"t traffic volume accurately and in real
time manner for a specific period.

The work reported in this paper describes a method to predict short term traffic volume by
using fuzzy logic method which is first part of the research.
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2. METEOD OF TRATTIC PREDICTION

Traffic prediction is one of the most imPortant aspects for highway operatiorl such as' ramP

control metering, toff gate'operation etc. There are several conventional methods which

have been used in practice. First, method that uses traffic data directly from traffic counter'

where some constraints have been identified with this method. second, method that uses

traffic pattern variation or historical average. In this method, statistically, traffic- volume is

;;#"J in a specific ;.t; based.on.Iime zone in a day or days in a week' A large

deviation in prediction is oft.n obtained by using this method due, to uncertain traffic

fluctuation for same period. Third, Urban Traffic Lontrol System (UTCS) method which

uses traffic pattern u"ri.t1on as a iasis of prediction. The formula used in UTCS are as

follows:

Nf ,= Nm,+y(N^*r- rvr-,)*fa'(/vr--, - ivm-*,)+

r 0 - o)f,o'(rvr--, - Nm **z\
F0

where,

Nf, = predicted trafEc volume at instant n

N^, = historicd traffic volume at instant n

Nr, = measured traffic volume at instant n

cr = traffic constant

"l = adjustment coefficient

; = number of Prediaion conducted

n = prediction period

The above model is based on the difference between predicted and historical traffic volume'

Combinations ora urai arect the performance of the system and they are very specific for

each case.

3.FAZ,ZY CONCEPTS

A feature of crisp logic or conventional logic is typically the "black or white" reasoning; that

is, either a fact holds,*. o, it does not, ;d noihing e[se. In science, this way of thinking is

unavoidable. uorr.r.., ir,rormation given by hurian, in most practicd cases, is not as

precise as it should U". iit""rt ,nor"-r""ron"'ble to asiign a transition buffer from complete

exclusion to absolute inclusion. These problems lead ui to what is now called fuzzy logic

(Zadeh 1987).

Fuzzy logic systems base their decisions or inputs in the form of linguistic variables derived

frommemberst,ipn,nction,.Thesemembershipfunctions.o'.jgryul".usedtodetermine
fu2ry set to which 

" 
u4r.l"foigt and the dgeree ofrnembership in that set' The variables

are then matched *it',i" pi*"""aitions of-IF-THEN rules (fuzzy-logic rules)' and the
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response of each rule is obtained through fuzzy implication. To perform compositional rule
of inference, the response of each rule is weighted according to the confidence or degree of
memberships of its inputs. The centroid of the responses is then calculated to generate the

appropriate output.

At present, there is no systematic procedure for the design of fuzzy logic systems (Hsiao
et.al., 1994). Conventional approaches have sought to subjectively define membership
functions and rules by studying existing systems and then testing the design for proper
output. The membership functions and/or rules are then adjusted when the design fails its
test. In general, the development of fu2ry system can be divided further into three stages,
namely, fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzification (Chang and Wang, 1994), as

shown in Figure l.

3.1Fuzzification

The fuzzification is a mapping from the crisp inputs into fuzzy subsets. The fuzzier decides
the corresponding degrees of membership functions from the crisp inputs. The resulting
fuzzy values are then fed into the fuzzy inference engine.

3.2Fuz;ry inference

The inference compositional rule is mostly adopted in the fuzzy inference (Zimmerman,
l99l). The fuzzy rule base contains a set of IF-THEN fuzzy rules. The output is obtained
from the data input andfiv.zy relation.

3.3 Defuzzification

The defuzzification process generates crisp outputs from the fuzzy results. Output
membership functions may be discrete or continuous. The weighted average defuzzification
is mostly used for discrete membership functions. The commonly used continuous
defuzzification strategies are centroid of area and mean of maximum.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF TRATT'IC PREDICTION SYSTEM.

There are three stages conducted in the development ofthe proposed system ;

4.1 TraIIic Prediction Method.

The approach used in predicting traffic with fuzzy logic is to compare traffic volume
obtained directly from traffic counter and the trafEc pattern obtained from historical data.
Diagramatically, Figure 2 represents the concept of the developed model in this research.
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Figure l. System Development Process.
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, ff",-,,
"=w:,

7267

Using historical traffic pattern as a basis, a coefficient variation, J, is calculated by
comparing measured traffic volume of preceding hour for a specific period, Nrh-t), (hourly
basis is used as a control period) with historical data for the same period, Nm6_11. The
coefficient variation, J, is calculated with the following formulae (Iokibe et.al., 1993) :

(2)

where,

= Coefficient Variation
=Measured traffic volume of preceding hour
=Historical Traffic pattern at same period

Figure.2. Flow of the Development of Traffic Prediction System (Iokibe et.al, 1993).

Simultaneously, the coefficient variation and prediction error are corrected with the current
traffic pattern from the historical dat4 in order to obtain the predicted traffic. Coefficient
vuiation determines the magnitude of measured traffic influence to the predicted traffic for
t[,e same control period. Further, during inference process, the coefficient variation, /, and
the current traffic pattern from the historical data, Nm6,1, are fuzzified to obtain the
predicted traffc, N/61. rn order to minimize prediction error and dependency on the
historical traffic patterq an updating technique to the predicted traffic is used. The
mathematical formulation of this technique is given as :

N/al*,*o = N.f<o*o*o + N{ nqdd

where,
Nfi,1,*oa = Predicted traffic after correction
N/1o1p,aaa = Predicted traffic
Mrl,q,i,a = the required change

J
Nri^t)
Nmfi.t)

(3)

r€5
'=If
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By Fgzzy logSc, N/61is obtained from the result of inference Process with an additional

iniut, that is, prediction error from preceding control period, er, which is given as :

' - rf 
il/t-" - ff't*t' (4)

- p '?i lf(,_r)

where,

€p = mean prediction error of preceding period

NfbD = predicted traffic of preceding period

Nr69 = measured traffic of preceding period

s = number ofpredictions conducted.

4.2 Input end Output Determinetion

In one domain, for input or output, usually consists of several fuzzy subsets. In this case the

input/output domain tonsists oi control fuzzy set and state fuzzy set. Refening to Figure 2'

there are three inputs, namely, J, Nms,1 and E, and one output Nf61. Fot input J, the control

fuzzy set is divided into five subsets'and the state fuzzy set has a range of 0'0 to 2'0' For

inpit N^61, control fuzzy set is dMded into six subsets and the state fuzzy set has a range

of 0.0 to 3,600 vehicles per hour. In similar way for input eo, c-olttl_fuzzy set is divided

into five subsets and the state fuzzy set has a range of -0.1 to 0.1. While for output 'lfr'r'
control fuzzy set is divided into six subsets and the state fuzzy set has a range of 0'0 to

3,600 vehicles per hour.

Based on experience, the following guidance is used to determine membership function

curve @arl, 1992):

o Membership function for each control fuzzy set is overlapped

o The overlapped area has range of l0%o to 50Yo

o The number of overlapped points is smaller than I (one)

o The shape of cont rol fuzzy set is triangular or trapezoidal

Based on the above grridance, the control fuzzy sets are determined as shown in Table I and

Figrrre 4,5, 6 and z show theJ, Nm, e, and lvlmembership functions respectively.

Table l. Fuzzy Set Values

Fuzzy Valiables

Coefficient Variation
U,)

Traffic Pattem
(il,)

Prediction Error
(e")

Traffc Prediction
(t/r)

Very Small (E) Free-flow (ZE) Neeative targe NB) Frce-llorv (G)

Small (S) Verv Lieht (SS) Nesative Small NS) Verv Lieht (SS)

Eoual (tvf) Lisht (SB) 7*ro (El Lieht (SB)

l,arsc (B) Modcrate (M Positive Smdl (PS) Moderate (M)

Verv tarec (BB) Heaw(BS) Positive large (PB) HeawGS)

Very Heaw (BB) Very Heavy (BB)
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p
I.0

Figure 4. "/Membership Functions

p
1.0

Figure 5. lf. Membership Functions

4.3 Rules Determination and Defuzification Methods

4.3.1 Rules Determination

There is no systematic procedure to determine rules which maps input to output. Rules
determination is based on the logic and experience of the designer and it is unique for each
designer. For the purpose of this research, rules in the fuzzy associative memory GAM)
within the developed software have been tested by trial and enor. This will be displayed at
the initiation of the process, without a need to make a change. However, this does not
hinder the possibility of changing the rules.

As mentioned in the previous discussion, there are three input variables, namety, J, N^, E,
which, each of them is divided into 5, 6 and 5 control fuzzy sets, respectively.
Consequently, there are 5x6x5 = 150 rules that should be developed to handle all
possibilities of input combination, and then all these rules are stored in the FAM Bank.

In general, These fuzzy rules are developed with the following approaches :
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Figure 6. e, Membership Functions
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Figure 7. lflMembership Functions

If Japproaches 1.0, and if il- is t/, md if there is no t, then lflshould be close to lf
without any colrection.

If J approaches I .0, and if l{. is tf, and if there is er, then l/7 should be close to lf with a

correction.

If -/ less than 1.0, and if ff, is il, and if there is no 5p, then l/l should be less than lf
without any corection.

If "/ less than 1.0, and if lf. is ]f, and if there is 6r, then i/l should be less than lf with a

correction.

If./larger than 1.0, and if il. is.l/, and if there is no 6p, then l/Tshould be more than i/
without any correction.

If J larger than 1.0, and if il, is il, and if there is 6r, then l/1 should be more than lf with

a correction.

4.3.2 Sclection of Defuzzilication Method

In designing the system, Center of Gravity (Centroid) and Mean of Maximum (MOM)

method are selected as defuzzification method. Since the membership function curves are

symmetrical and the correlation-minimum inference technique is used, the Centroid formula

can be simplified as follows ;

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transpoltation studies, vol. 2, No. 4, Autumn, 1997
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where,
.r = crisp value
tn = control mean value
.I = control area index
p = degree ofmembership
o = ouput fuzzy set

While for MOM defuzzification method, crisp value can be obtained by searching the mean
value of the largest activated control fuzzy set.

All the stePs discussed above are coded in a software written in Visral Basic ver.3.0.
Further the program is entitled *zuZTRAPSYS" 

and it works under Windows environment.

5. SYSTEM VALIDATION AI\[D AI\ALYSIS

A trid on to the model is conducted to observe the performance of fuzzy logic application
on the system and to see the effectiveness and reliability of the system itself In slightly
detailed level, the test is carried out to see the level of achievement of the system by
utilizing measured traffic volume and different historical traffic pattern. Furthermore, the
predicted traffic resulted from Centroid and MOM method, is compared with that of the
Historical Average (HA) method and that of the UTCS-2 method. In the testing process,
Root Mean Square Estimate (RMSE), Mean absolute percentage Estimate (MApE) and
Quality Comparison (Q-ratio) are used as evatuation criteria ;

(s)

(6)

RMSE=

t

Z(tt7^ - Nr,)'
,=l

s
(7)

Q-ratio is used to measure the quality of historicar data with the following rules :

o Ifmeasured values are larger than that ofpredicted ones, then ;

Q = measured/predicted (8a)

. Ifpredicted values are larger than that ofmeasured ones, then ;

Q = predicted/measured (8b)
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The Q-ratio criteria are very important to the achievement of the systenl because the

inverse of this value determines the level of accuracy of the system.

In general, the level ofachievement ofthe system in the trial, is affected by the influence of

thelhistorical traffic pattern to the measured traffic. The more the historical traffic pattern

influences the measuied traffic, the better the system is, or in other word, the error of traffic

pr.aioion is smaller compared with the actual traffic. This phenomena is valid for both

tonventional method andfuzzy logic based method'

As an example, Table 2 shows the result of the test, where the predicted traffic is compared

with the historical data for selected work day and Table 3 shows the other test, where the

predicted traffic is .orpar.a with the historical data for the same day as measured traffic

["u.r.g" value). It is ieen that the average error prediction resulted from the Centroid

method is smaller than that of conventional metirods, consequently, the accuracy of

prediction is higher. While the average error prediction resulted from MOM method shows

inconsistency risults compared with the conventional methods'

Table 2. comparison of measured traffic with historical work-day traffic.

15.795121.4414
l. l 6355

Table 3. Comparison of measured traffic with historical traffic'

(same daY as measured traffic)

From the test result, it is seen that the developed system is able to predict traffic volume for

the next hour, although the measured traffic has a significant deviation to the traffic pattern'

6. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn :

o The developed system is able to predict traffic volume in hourly basis'

o The Centroid method shows that the accuracy of prediction is higher than that of

conventional method.

oTheCentroidmethodgivesbetterresultsthantheMoMmethoddoes.
o The use of historicA tr-amc Pattern of the same days with the measurbd traffic will gain a

better result.
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7. FURTEERRESEARCE.

The second stage of the research is now undergoing, where the time basis for prediction is
slightly modified from hourly into 15 minute period, and furthermore, the second modul of
the software which is concerned with the operational characteristic of toll Gate is still being
developed by utilizing queueing properties. Once this stage is finished, the next stage will be
incorporating both modules into one package.
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